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Event date: 

 

2010-10-07 and 08 

Event location: 

 

Dinan (France) 

Event title: 

 

Conference Pole Cristal 

Type of event: Seminar                      □ 

Exhibition                   □ 

Workshop                    
Information Meeting □ 

Conference                  □ 

Promotion (How did you 

invite participants?) 
Mailing                         □ 

Press Releases               

Phone Calls                  □ 

Advertising                   □ 

Number of Participants: 74 

Target group(s): Installers                        

End users                      □ 

Policy makers                
Other (magazine authors, training centres, university, HP 

manufacturers)   

 

 

Abstract of the discussions:  

 

No feed-back questionnaire was used , SEPEMO workshop was included among other 

workshops , and participants have no time to fill a questionnaire  for each workshop. However, 

all questions and discussion are summarised after :  

 

“Colloque Pôle Cristal” (see participants attendants at this meeting on p 2)  makes the 

opportunity to have a lot of workshops, on energy performance building. EDF asked  “Pôle 

Cristal” to  dedicate one workshop  to SEPEMO project that should be presented by EDF.  

 

After a presentation of SEPEMO prepared by M.Coevoet and P.Rivière (see on site : ftp://pole-
cristal.tm.fr ;  Identifiant : colloque2010 ; password  : cristal), was launched a very interesting 

discussion  which is summarized below  

 

 Cetiat (French technical standard test laboratory)laboratory underlined that she did not 

completely agree with SEPEMO definition of SPF3 (=compressor + fan/pump cold 

source +  back up heater) and SPF4 (SPF4 = compressor + fan/pump cold source +  

back up heater  + heat sink pump). She would have put  SPF3 (=compressor + fan/pump 

cold source +  heat sink pump ) and SPF4(SPF4 = compressor + fan/pump cold source +  

back up heater  + heat sink pump). EDF (electricity  supplier)answered that for fair 

comparison with other heating systems, it’s better to  keep SPF 3 as defined by 

SEPEMO, because for quite all other heating system ( fossil fuel, electric heater, solar, 

..), heat sink pumps are quite never taken into account 

 

ftp://pole-cristal.tm.fr/
ftp://pole-cristal.tm.fr/
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 Cetiat indicated to be prudent when one wants to check the accuracy of SPF assessment 

of HP by calculation (pr EN14825 as in EuP directive), with fed-back form filed-site 

measurements which are  foreseen and would soon start in SEPEMO project; main 

reason is due to the behaviour customer that are very different from one house to 

another: she got information from BSRIA about a EST field tests showing   that, for 2 

identical houses and heat pump, the SPF was 2.4  in one , and 2.8 on the other . EDF  

answered it  is OK with that , he has the same example  with hybrid system in 2 quite 

similar house showing consumption ratio of twice . Besides, one indicated that in 

Switzerland, they made a treatment to cancel the effect of the different climate 

according houses 

 

 As far as  SPF on air/air split measurements was concerned, Airpac (French HP 

manufacturer) thought that it was possible to make a more simple , cheapest and 

accurate method that  those chosen by SEPEMO for air/air split heat pump : buy 

additional electrical radiators , let them run 3 hours  alternatively  with the air/air heat 

pump; however it is not obvious to make that accepted by end customer . EDF agrees 

with Cetiat that the accuracy of SEPEMO method will not be below 20% to 30%, but 

quite  nothing is existing, and we see too much buzz about SPF of air/air HP only based 

on feeling, or not fair comparison. As shown in the slides, the best way should be equip 

directly refrigerant circuit of HP with sensors like temperature , pressure and flow-

meters (as Coriolis type), but it would be not acceptable  by the customer , as this 

obliges to empty refrigerant, cut the copper pipes to put pressure sensors and Coriolis 

flow meters with a risk of bad brazing, then fill the circuit with refrigerant a right  value. 

Anyway, EDF informs that they have just launched a study to compare measurements 

on  refrigerant circuit (internal method)  to measurements method on internal units ( 

external method chosen by SEPEMO for on site measurements), and this study will 

make comparison, not only in steady  state conditions, but also in a experimental house 

to have real life home variable conditions. Cetiat asks to get the results of this study 

when it is achieved. 

 

 A French installer asked if the performance are lower with single package heat pumps 

than with split heat  pumps . Cetiat indicates that it could be checked in the certifications 

French NF PAC on website of Certita. EDF adds that the advantage of single block is 

that risks of refrigerant leakage are lower than for split ; the case of Switzerland field 

measurements (FAWA) shows that no degradation of SPF was shown during 10 years  

on the HP that were all single block . 

   

 In conclusion,  people were very interesting to get the final results of SEPEMO field 

measurements  across Europe, and asked when they should be available. M.Coevoet 

answered that the results should be available within one and a half year on SEPEMO 

website, and suggested that a representative of SEPEMO would come to participate at 

“Colloque of Pole Cristal” in 2012 to make a  presentation of updated SEPEMO project. 

 

 

 

List of participants   

 

 

Note : the number of participants  for the “Pole Cristal” workshops of 8 October ( among which 

SEPEMO) , was 74  (whole from  8 October 2010  list + partial from  7 October  2010 list) 
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